The estimated prevalence of hypertension in children and adolescents is 1%–5%. The strongest risk factor for pediatric hypertension is obesity; other factors include a family history of hypertension and male sex. Blood pressure evaluation in children and adolescents includes stratification of hypertensive category using age, sex and height. Prehypertension is defined as blood pressures between the 90th and 95th percentile or greater than 120/80 mm Hg. The diagnosis should be confirmed with additional measurements, with follow-up within 6 months. A blood pressure equal to or greater than the 95th percentile is defined as being consistent with hypertension. Stable hypertension should be monitored at least every 6 months. Therefore, an abnormal measurement should lead to repeated measurement within a maximal interval of 6 months.

American guidelines recommending the measurement of blood pressure for children between 3 and 18 years of age during every health care episode were published in 2004 and endorsed in 2011. In 2013, the United States Preventive Services Task Force issued an “I” (insufficient evidence) recommendation for screening for hypertension in children and adolescents. The task force found no evidence that screening detected children at higher risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes.

In Canada, the Greig Health Record (for children and adolescents aged 6–17 yr) and the Rourke Baby Record (for...
children aged 2–5 yr) have both incorporated periodic blood pressure measurement based on “Fair evidence.”6,7 There are no recommendations from the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care or from the Canadian Hypertension Education Program regarding screening for hypertension in children. Owing to the lack of clear recommendations in the US and the absence of evidence-based Canadian guidelines, there is uncertainty about the need to measure blood pressure in asymptomatic children.

We sought to provide evidence on current screening and follow-up that could be used by guideline authors to set priorities for review.

Our objectives were to describe hypertension screening and follow-up in children and adolescents in a Canadian urban primary care population sample. We determined current rates of hypertension screening in children and adolescents, the proportion of patients who receive timely follow-up after an initial abnormal blood pressure reading and the patient and provider characteristics associated with screening rates.

Methods

Data sources and study population

This was a retrospective cross-sectional observational study. We used the STROBE checklist to report results.8 We used data from 79 primary care providers practising in or around Toronto and participating in the Canadian Primary Care Sentinel Surveillance Network as part of the University of Toronto Practice-Based Research Network (UTOPIAN). Most providers were family physicians; 1 provider was a nurse practitioner. The Canadian Primary Care Sentinel Surveillance Network is Canada’s first multidisease electronic medical record (EMR)-based surveillance system.9 UTOPIAN is 1 of 10 networks currently participating in the surveillance network. Data were extracted from 3 different EMR applications (Nightingale-on-Demand, Practice Solutions and Bell EMR) on or shortly after Apr. 1, 2013; only data up to Apr. 1, 2013 were included in the study. Networks, including UTOPIAN, run quarterly data extraction on participating primary care practices. Both structured and free-text data are extracted. Extensive validation is done to ensure data extraction is complete and without error. Patients were randomly selected from the study dataset, their information was matched to their electronic health record within 6 months.

The proportions of the study sample that had at least 1 blood pressure measurement.

For each visit with an available weight and height, we calculated sex and age-adjusted body mass index (BMI) centiles using the most recent Centers for Disease Control and Prevention growth charts.5,6 As currently recommended,7 we used the most recent World Health Organization growth charts.8,9 to calculate age- and sex-adjusted blood pressure centiles for each patient. We then derived the proportion of patients with abnormal blood pressures using the National High Blood Pressure Education Program Working Group on High Blood Pressure in Children and Adolescents’ definitions.8 For those with an initial abnormal blood pressure, we ascertained the presence of a second blood pressure measurement in the chart within 6 months.

The outcome for the patient-level analysis was the count of the number of blood pressure measurements they had over their follow-up. Multivariate Poisson regression analysis was used to analyze variation in blood pressure measurement rates. Patients were nested within primary care providers; we therefore applied the generalized estimating equation (GEE) method to take into account the correlation between patients clustered within providers. The number of visits that a patient can have is influenced by their duration under care as a patient for a given physician. In this study, we calculated duration under care as the difference between the date of the first visit and the date of the last visit, or the date of data extraction (whichever came first) during the age range of interest. We used the logarithm of the duration under care as the offset in our Poisson regression models. We used regular Poisson regression to fit a model to each unique provider (i.e., we did not use a GEE model). Here, the outcome was a count of the number of blood pressure measurements performed by each provider. The offset was the number of patient-years follow-up per provider. We adjusted for overdispersion in these
models by applying the Deviance scale correction factor to the estimated variance–covariance matrix of the regression coefficients. These 2 methods were used to model relations between patient and provider characteristics with rate of blood pressure measurement as the outcome.

All tests were 2-tailed and a $p$ value of less than 0.05 was considered to be significant. Data were analyzed using SAS version 9.3. The UTOPIAN–Canadian Primary Care Sentinel Surveillance Network project has received ethics approval from the Research Ethics Board of the University of Toronto. All participating primary care providers provided written informed consent for the collection and analysis of their EMR data.

**Results**

We identified 9667 eligible patients; of these, 5996 (62%) had at least 1 blood pressure measurement recorded between the ages of 3 and 18 years. Provider characteristics are shown in Appendix 1 (available at www.cmajopen.ca/content/4/1/E110/suppl/DC1). The most common rate of recording was every 1–2 years. We found that 11.9% of pediatric patients were obese (Table 1). In addition, BMI was recorded more often when blood pressures were present in the EMR: 93.5% of children with a blood pressure recorded also had a BMI recorded, whereas 48.3% of those with no blood pressure record had a BMI in their chart (odds ratio [OR] 16.7, 95% confidence interval [CI] 4.8–5.0, $p < 0.001$).

In multivariate analyses, increases in rates of blood pressure measurements were associated with a greater number of encounters (rate ratio [RR] 1.03, 95% CI 1.02–1.04, $p < 0.001$), older age at first encounter (RR = 1.06, 1.03–1.10, $p < 0.001$), and female sex (RR = 1.12, 1.03–1.20, $p = 0.006$) (Table 2). Neither obesity nor having a recorded family history of hypertension was associated with an increased rate of blood pressure recording. There was a small association between an increased number of encounters and higher rate of blood pressure screening; older age at first encounter and female sex were also associated with a greater rate of screening. Female physicians recorded blood pressures more often; no other significant associations were found (Table 3).

We were able to calculate blood pressure centiles for 5530 participants (92% of participants with a recorded BP measurement). We identified 778 patients, or 8% of the total cohort (14% of patients with data allowing calculation of blood pressure centiles) who had at least 1 elevated blood pressure measurement; 40 (5%) of those patients had at least 1 further blood pressure recorded within 6 months. We then limited the analysis to patients with at least 1 visit following the abnormal reading: 660 patients (85%) were seen at least once after, and 6.1% had a blood pressure recorded within 6 months. We further limited this to patients seen within 6 months after the abnormal reading: 317 patients (48%) were seen within 6 months and 13% had a blood pressure measurement recorded in any visit within the 6-month time frame.

| Table 1: Patient characteristics according to rate of blood pressure recording |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                               | Overall         | No BP measurements on record | BP recorded every 4 yr or less often | BP recorded every 2–4 yr | BP recorded every 1–2 yr | BP recorded more than once/yr |
| No. of patients (%)                          | 9667            | 3671 (38.0)      | 681 (70)         | 1529 (15.8)       | 2387 (24.7)       | 1399 (14.5)         |
| No. of BP measures, mean ± SD                | 1.37 ± 1.57     | 0 ± 0            | 1.01 ± 0.1       | 1.47 ± 0.62       | 2.54 ± 1.36       | 3.02 ± 1.89         |
| Duration of observation, yr, mean ± SD      | 3.25 ± 1.78     | 2.82 ± 1.66      | 5.33 ± 1.05      | 3.95 ± 1.48       | 3.48 ± 1.75       | 2.23 ± 1.52         |
| No. of recorded encounters per patient, mean ± SD | 7.88 ± 5.57    | 7.03 ± 5.11      | 10.43 ± 6.31     | 8.53 ± 5.58       | 8.35 ± 5.64       | 7.39 ± 5.64         |
| Age at first encounter, yr, mean ± SD       | 9.26 ± 4.66     | 8.39 ± 4.85      | 8.01 ± 3.33      | 9.37 ± 4.15       | 9.64 ± 4.45       | 11.34 ± 4.78        |
| Age first BP recorded, yr, mean ± SD        | 10.97 ± 4.44    | NA               | 11.29 ± 3.73     | 11.08 ± 4.22      | 10.44 ± 4.48      | 11.60 ± 4.81        |
| Female sex, N (%)                            | 5098 (52.7)     | 1802 (49.1)      | 339 (49.8)       | 780 (51.0)        | 1315 (55.1)       | 862 (61.6)          |
| BMI centile, mean ± SD*                      | 58.19 ± 29.16   | (n = 7380)       | 57.04 ± 29.17    | (n = 1773)        | 58.84 ± 29.81     | (n = 606)           |
| Obese, N (%)                                 | 875 (11.9)      | 181 (10.2)       | 83 (13.7)        | 198 (13.9)        | 255 (11.2)        | 158 (12.1)          |
| Recorded family history of hypertension, N (%) | 312 (3.2)       | 67 (1.8)         | 12 (1.8)         | 41 (2.7)          | 123 (5.2)         | 69 (4.9)            |

Note: BMI = body mass index, BP = blood pressure, NA = not applicable, SD = standard deviation.

*Number of patients with available data shown in parentheses.
Interpretation

In this study, almost two-thirds of children and youths had at least one blood pressure measurement recorded as part of an office visit, and 14% of those with data allowing blood pressure centiles had an abnormal blood pressure measurement on record. However, once an abnormal blood pressure was recorded, timely follow-up was uncommon, even when the patient subsequently visited the office. Known risk factors such as obesity, male sex or a family history of hypertension were not associated with more frequent blood pressure recording.

Blood pressure measurements were recorded in 35% of ambulatory pediatric visits, 67% of preventive visits, and 84% of preventive visits in which overweight or obesity was diagnosed in the US in 2008–2009. About 8.4% of children and adolescents in the US had at least one elevated blood pressure during a 4-year period, and 20.9% of elevated blood pressures led to repeated measurement within 1 month. We found similar rates of abnormal blood pressure recording, but much lower rates of follow-up. As with other studies, difficulties in determining abnormal pediatric blood pressures may have led to errors in the recognition of elevated blood pressure, resulting in inconsistent follow-up of abnormal readings. Determining provider awareness of centiles and barriers to accessing centiles as part of encounters could be the subject of further studies.

Although male patients have higher rates of pediatric hypertension, female patients were more likely to undergo...
screening in our study, perhaps owing to contraceptive prescribing; measuring blood pressure is recommended before starting the oral contraceptive pill.16 Previous studies found that obesity and family history were the most significant predictors of a high blood pressure reading in children14,17 and that obese children were more likely to undergo screening.14 However, we found no significant association between obesity or a record of a family history of hypertension and blood pressure screening.

Other than provider sex, provider factors such as practice size or proportion of children in the practice population were not associated with rate of screening for hypertension.

Strengths and limitations

Our study has several strengths. It reflects care in community-based primary care practices where children are usually seen for routine health services. We extracted data from several different EMR products, suggesting a variety of possible data entry processes in different applications.

Family physicians for this study were not selected randomly, and the sample may not be representative of the general pediatric population across Canada.18 There are provincial variations in the age distribution of children for the age groups included in this study.19 The sample only includes physicians using EMRs, who tend to be younger than their colleagues who continue to use paper records.20 However, the rates of recorded screening and follow-up were similar to studies conducted in the US, likely indicating an acceptable level for the external validity of this study.

A BMI record was missing more frequently among children with no blood pressure measurement recorded. If obese children were more likely to have both BMI and blood pressure recorded, those missing both BMI and blood pressure may have lower BMI. Therefore, the finding of no association between BMI and blood pressure screening in this study should be treated with caution.

We limited the analysis to patients with at least 2 visits to a family physician to exclude transient patients; this may introduce a selection bias, because children with more severe health conditions or more substantial risk factors may be followed in specialized settings. Alternatively, children with little perceived need for health care may not see a physician at all.

We report on the most common and significant factors (obesity or a family history of hypertension) that affect the prevalence of this condition in children. Other factors or comorbidities, such as diabetes, can affect hypertension and should be examined in future studies.

We found a low rate of follow-up blood pressure measurements; it would be interesting to know whether physicians were aware of blood pressure centiles in addition to crude measurements. This information was not available in patient electronic charts, and we do not know whether care providers have used other methods, outside of the EMR, to calculate blood pressure centiles. Future studies could examine how much the lack of awareness or availability of blood pressure centiles contributes to the lack of follow-up in children with hypertension.

Conclusion

In this population of children and adolescents, hypertension screening was common, but timely follow-up of abnormal blood pressures was infrequent. Known risk factors such as obesity or a family history of hypertension were not associated with higher rates of screening.

The issues highlighted in this study can be used by guideline authors to set priorities for review topics. Clearly, evidence-based guideline recommendations on pediatric hypertension screening and follow-up are needed.
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